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SATURDAY 17 AUGUST 2019
SAT 19:00 Lost Land of the Volcano (b00mqjx2)
Episode 2
The second part of this exploration series combining stunning
wildlife with high energy adventure.
A team of scientists and wildlife film-makers have made base
camp on a remote extinct volcano at the heart of the tropical
island of New Guinea. Their aim is to search the thick jungle
for the weird and endangered animals that hide there. Now they
are pushing deeper into the rainforest, and cameraman Gordon
Buchanan enlists the help of a tribe to find and film the
extraordinary birds of paradise as they perform their bizarre
courtship displays.

from the Threepenny Opera, Captain Sensible performing a
classic from South Pacific, Jeff Beck going down the yellow
brick road of Oz, Jay Z taking on Annie, and all points in
between.

SAT 02:00 Lost Land of the Volcano (b00mqjx2)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

SAT 03:00 New Zealand: Earth's Mythical Islands
(b07n2hmt)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

SUNDAY 18 AUGUST 2019
George McGavin has to manhandle a giant crocodile, and Steve
Backshall is living deep underground where he discovers a new
cave system never seen by humans.

New Zealand was one of the last land masses to be found and
settled by people. Lush and fertile, almost everything brought
here flourishes, often with surprising consequences.
Told through the experiences of its native species - in
particular, a charismatic and peculiar giant, flightless parrot this is the moving story of the changing fortunes of New
Zealand's wildlife since humans first arrived.

SAT 21:00 Below the Surface (m0007tn9)
Series 2

Petroc Trelawny and Suzannah Lipscomb introduce an evening
of music to celebrate the 200th anniversary of Queen Victoria’s
birth. The Prom features the music of her favourite composer,
Mendelssohn, including his ‘Scottish’ Symphony and First Piano
Concerto, which will be performed by Stephen Hough on
Victoria’s own piano, loaned by Her Majesty The Queen from
the Royal Collection. There is also a suite from Arthur
Sullivan’s ballet Victoria and Merrie England and songs
composed by her consort, Prince Albert.

SUN 21:00 Swallowed by the Sea: Ancient Egypt's Greatest
Lost City (b04lss20)
Documentary following a team of maritime archaeologists as
they uncover the remarkable city of Heracleion, lost to the sea
and forgotten for over two thousand years.

Episode 5
Danish thriller series. Yusuf's fury is unleashed on June and
Philip when he discovers she has not given him her correct
mobile number. Meanwhile, Rami's behaviour becomes
increasingly reckless.
In Danish with English subtitles.

SAT 21:45 Below the Surface (m0007tnc)
Series 2

In the fading days of the pharaohs, the city of Heracleion was
the gateway to Egypt and a port beyond compare. In the 4th
century BC, this was an opulent and prosperous place adorned
with statues and sphinxes. It was a city of religious significance
and home to the temple of Amun. In the 2nd century BC it was
wiped off the face of the earth. In a mysterious subsidence, the
coastline dropped by over 20ft and Heracleion was consumed
by the sea. The lost city slept for centuries beneath the waters of
the Mediterranean.

In Danish with English subtitles.

In 2000, archaeologists made an incredible find. Using ancient
texts, they discovered the city's remains six kilometres off the
Egyptian coast and only 10 metres underwater. Pristinely
preserved, it is an archaeological jewel - an ancient Egyptian
city frozen in time. The glorious temples, statues, houses and
boats of the cities lie perfectly preserved by the sea, providing a
snapshot of ancient Egyptian life. But many mysteries remain.
What caused this sacred city to plunge into the sea? And why
did its inhabitants deliberately sink over 65 ancient warships?

SAT 22:30 The Vietnam War (b096v3dw)
Series 1

SUN 22:00 James May's Cars of the People (b0467lv5)
Series 1

Hell Come to Earth (January 1964-December 1965)

Episode 2

With South Vietnam in chaos, hardliners in Hanoi seize the
initiative and send combat troops to the South, accelerating the
insurgency. Fearing Saigon's collapse, President Johnson
escalates America's military commitment, authorizing sustained
bombing of the North and deploying ground troops in the
South.

James May downsizes to explore the weird world of the
microcar.

Episode 6
Danish thiller series. A woman's body is discovered in the forest
with June's fingerprints on the murder weapon. Meanwhile,
Yusuf uses Philip's phone to demand a plane.

SAT 23:30 The Vietnam War (b096v3f2)
Series 1

He discovers how austerity and fears of congestion led to
European tragicomic disasters in the shape of Britain's
infamous three-wheelers, French deathtraps and German
absurdities. James takes to the battlefield to settle one of the
greatest rivalries in car history and travels to Japan for an urban
race between a state-of-the-art micro sports car and the bestselling vehicle in history.

Doubt (January 1966-June 1967)
Defying American airpower, North Vietnamese troops and
materiel stream down the Ho Chi Minh Trail into the south,
while Saigon struggles to 'pacify the countryside'. As an antiwar movement builds back home, hundreds of thousands of
soldiers and marines discover that the war they are being asked
to fight in Vietnam is nothing like their fathers' war.

SAT 00:30 Top of the Pops (m0007n22)
Mike Read and Simon Mayo present the pop chart programme,
first broadcast on 12 May 1988 and featuring Harry Enfield,
Prince, the Adventures, Narada, Liverpool FC, Belinda Carlisle,
Derek B, Prefab Sprout, Star Turn On 45 Pints, Wet Wet Wet,
Fairground Attraction and Kylie Minogue.

SAT 01:00 ... Sings Musicals (b019jshd)
A delve into the BBC archives for an eclectic mix of
performances from musicals from the 60s to the present.
Featuring the likes of Ella Fitzgerald singing Mack the Knife

In this unique shaggy dog story, Tharp explains Hogarth's
obsession with this most characterful of breeds and the pivotal
role it played in his life and his work. A canine odyssey that
only examines one of his most iconic works of art, but leads us
into a world of satire, salaciousness and secrets. From harlots
and rakes to the shadowy machinations of the freemasons,
Tharp's ultimate goal is to lead an appeal to the nation to help
him recover a rare piece of long-lost Hogarth memorabilia - a
precious terracotta sculpture of his beloved pet pug.
For Tharp, this is the perfect moment in which to pay tribute to
a man whom he regards as our greatest and most influential
artist - and what better way to explore a man famed for his wit
and humour than on the trail of his most iconic and
idiosyncratic four-legged companion.

SUN 19:00 BBC Proms (m0007tq5)
2019
Queen Victoria's Playlist

SAT 20:00 New Zealand: Earth's Mythical Islands
(b07n2hmt)
New Arrivals
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determined to solve a mystery that has consumed his personal
and professional life - the case of Hogarth's lost pug.

SUN 23:00 Storyville (b0b95v0m)
Olympic Dreams of Russian Gold - Over the Limit

SUN 00:40 The Fairytale Castles of King Ludwig II with
Dan Cruickshank (b036f9vc)
Ludwig II of Bavaria, more commonly known by his nicknames
the Swan King or the Dream King, is a legendary figure - the
handsome boy-king, loved by his people, betrayed by his
cabinet and found dead in tragic and mysterious circumstances.
He spent his life in pursuit of the ideal of beauty, an ideal that
found expression in three of the most extraordinary, ornate
architectural schemes imaginable - the castle of
Neuschwanstein and the palaces of Linderhof and
Herrenchiemsee. Today, these three buildings are among
Germany's biggest tourist attractions.
In this documentary, Dan Cruickshank explores the rich
aesthetic of Ludwig II - from the mock-medievalism of
Neuschwanstein, the iconic fairytale castle that became the
inspiration for the one in Walt Disney's Sleeping Beauty, to the
rich Baroque splendour of Herrenchiemsee, Ludwig's answer to
Versailles. Dan argues that Ludwig's castles are more than
flamboyant kitsch and are, in fact, the key to unravelling the
eternal enigma of Ludwig II.

SUN 01:45 The Riviera: A History in Pictures (b01ps9jr)
Painting Paradise
Two-part sun-filled series in which Richard E Grant follows in
the footsteps of artists who have lived, loved and painted on
France's glorious Cote d'Azur.
Revealing the intertwined relationship between modern art and
the development of the French Riviera as an international
tourist haven, Grant explores how impressionist painters
Cezanne, Monet and Renoir first discovered the region in the
19th century when the newly built railway arrived there.
Captivated by the light and colour of this undiscovered
landscape, the painters immortalised its shores on canvas and in
doing so advertised the savage beauty of the region. For neoimpressionists Paul Signac and Henri-Edmond Cross, the region
provided a vision of utopia, while for Henri Matisse the vivid
colours of the area inspired him to adopt a new palette and in
doing so set modern art en route to abstraction.
With visits to L'Estaque, St Tropez and Nice, Grant maps the
progress of the region from cultural backwater to bohemian
hotspot.

SUN 02:45 Swallowed by the Sea: Ancient Egypt's Greatest
Lost City (b04lss20)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

MONDAY 19 AUGUST 2019
MON 19:00 Beyond 100 Days (m0007tp4)
Series 1
19/08/2019

'You're not a human being, you're an athlete,' 20-year-old Rita
is told by one of her two merciless coaches as she prepares to
represent Russia in rhythmic gymnastics at the Olympics. It is
the most crucial year of her career and her last chance to
achieve her ultimate dream, a gold medal. However gracefully
Rita catches rings or rolls a ball across her shoulders, her
coaches expect more from her, time and again. Described as the
'Black Swan' of sports documentaries, Over the Limit offers
unprecedented access to the hidden world of elite gymnasts and
the unrelentingly brutal training demanded by the Russian
system.

SUN 00:10 Secret Knowledge (b03z08mv)
Hogarth - One Man and His Pug
To mark 250 years since William Hogarth's death, ceramics
expert and self-confessed Hogarth fanatic Lars Tharp is

Supported by bbc.co.uk/programmes/

The latest news, exploring the day's events from a global
perspective.

MON 19:30 Iolo's Snowdonia (b09rjs4p)
Series 1
Episode 3
Over four seasons, Iolo Williams goes to his favourite locations
in Snowdonia to look for stunning wildlife, and meets people
who help him discover the national park's true nature. In this
episode, it is autumn and Iolo takes us to hidden wildernesses
with outstanding views of the season's colours and the big
mountains of Snowdonia. On the lower slopes of the Carneddau
range, red squirrels have returned to the national park after
disappearing some 40 years ago. Below the magnificent Aber
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Falls, with its 37-metre drop from the high peaks, jays collect
acorns in an ancient woodland. Iolo finds fascinating old
sheepfolds and Wales's native black cattle breed on the high
slopes - both relics of a time when many more people lived and
worked on the uplands and evidence of Snowdonia's changing
nature. However, some things remain the same - wild goats rut
on the Rhinog Mountains, a tawny owl and bats take up
residence in an old church near Dolgellau and, in a nearby
wood, dormice fatten up for hibernation. Also, the first
whooper swans arrive back from Iceland to a lake below
Snowdon - a sure sign that winter is on its way.

Salvation
Provocative two-part documentary in which Dan Snow blows
the lid on the traditional Anglo-centric view of history and
reveals how the Irish saved Britain from cultural oblivion during
the Dark Ages.
He follows in the footsteps of Ireland's earliest missionaries as
they venture through treacherous barbarian territory to bring
literacy and technology to the future nations of Scotland and
England.
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Yet as hand-drawn maps have been replaced by weather apps,
the bigger drama of global warming has been playing itself out
as if to prove that we were right all along to obsess about the
weather. Featuring a very special rendition of the shipping
forecast by a Cornish fishermen's choir.

TUE 21:00 Revolutions: The Ideas that Changed the World
(m0007tpj)
Series 1
The Telescope

MON 20:00 Life (b00p90d6)
Plants
Plants' solutions to life's challenges are as ingenious and
manipulative as any animal's.
Innovative time-lapse photography opens up a parallel world
where plants act like fly-paper, or spring-loaded traps, to catch
insects. Vines develop suckers and claws to haul themselves into
the rainforest canopy. Every peculiar shape proves to have a
clever purpose. The dragon's blood tree is like an upturned
umbrella to capture mist and shade its roots. The seed of a
Bornean tree has wings so aerodynamic they inspired the design
of early gliders. The barrel-shaped desert rose is full of water.
The heliconia plant even enslaves a humming bird and turns it
into an addict for its nectar.

MON 21:00 Rams: Principles of Good Design (m0007tp6)
For over fifty years, Dieter Rams has left an indelible mark on
the field of product design with his iconic work at Braun and
Vitsoe, and his influence on Apple. So, at 87 years old, why
does he now regret being a designer?
Rams is a design documentary, but it is also a rumination on
consumerism, sustainability and the future of design. Dieter's
philosophy is about more than just design. It is about a way to
live. The film also features an original score by pioneering
musician Brian Eno.

MON 22:00 Sir Chris Hoy: 200mph at Le Mans (b07z7yfh)
After London 2012, having become the first British Olympian
to win six gold medals, track cyclist Sir Chris Hoy retired. But
having spent 20 years at the top of his sport, Chris isn't about to
settle for a quiet life. Instead, he swaps two wheels for four to
pursue his boyhood dream of competing in the world's toughest
endurance motor race, the Le Mans 24 Hours.
We follow Chris as he attempts to prove himself on the race
track as he has in the velodrome. By early 2016, he is poised to
join the highly successful Le Mans race team - Greaves
Motorsport. But Chris's hopes of a podium finish are crushed
when the team has to withdraw their car. With less than three
months until race day, he finds a seat with a rookie team who
have never raced at Le Mans before. Chris has to learn a new
car, battle with its teething troubles and work with a team
whose operation is a world away from British cycling's
obsessive attention to detail.
As Le Mans 2016 begins in torrential rain, competitors are
reminded of the danger - 22 drivers have died since it began in
1923 and cars crash out with frightening regularity. Can Chris's
team even make it through the 24 hours? And when technical
troubles flare less than an hour into the race, there is a good
chance that he won't even get on the track. Will Chris and his
team fail the ultimate test of man and machine?

MON 23:00 Jerusalem: The Making of a Holy City
(b017znj7)
Wellspring of Holiness
Jerusalem is one of the oldest cities in the world. For the Jewish
faith, it is the site of the Western Wall, the last remnant of the
second Jewish temple. For Christians, the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre is the site of the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ. For Muslims, the Al-Aqsa mosque is the third holiest
sanctuary of Islam.
In episode one, Simon delves into the past to explore how this
unique city came into being, explaining how it became of such
major importance to the three Abrahamic faiths, and how these
faiths emerged from the Biblical tradition of the Israelites.
Starting with the Canaanites, Simon goes on a chronological
journey to trace the rise of the city as a holy place and discusses
the evidence for it becoming a Jewish city under King David.
The programme explores the construction of the first temple by
Solomon through to the life and death of Jesus Christ and the
eventual expulsion of the Jews by the Romans, concluding in
the 7th century AD, on the eve of the capture of Jerusalem by
the Muslim caliph, Umar ibn al-Khattab.

MON 01:00 Architects of the Divine: The First Gothic Age
(b04mq9x6)
Medieval historian Dr Janina Ramirez looks back to a time
when British craftsmen and their patrons created a new form of
architecture. The art and architecture of France would dominate
England for much of the medieval age. Yet British stonemasons
and builders would make Gothic architecture their own,
inventing a national style for the first time - Perpendicular
Gothic - and giving Britain a patriotic backdrop to suit its new
ambitions of chivalry and power. From a grand debut at
Gloucester Cathedral to commemorate a murdered king to its
final glorious flowering at King's College Chapel in Cambridge,
the Perpendicular age was Britain's finest.

MON 02:00 How to Be a Surrealist with Philippa Perry
(b08l6qd8)
Melting clocks, lobster telephones - the perplexing images of
surrealist art are instantly recognisable to millions. But for
psychotherapist Philippa Perry the radical ideas which inspired
the original artists are often overlooked. In this film, Philippa
takes us on a playful journey into the unconscious to discover
the deep roots of surrealism in the political upheavals of 1920s
Europe and new ways of understanding the human psyche.
Among her surrealist adventures, Philippa sets up her own
Bureau of Surrealist Research on the streets of Paris and invites
members of the public to tell her their dreams, she uncovers the
role of women in the surrealism movement and has a go at
being an artist's muse herself, rolls up her sleeves to try some
surrealist techniques with art critic Adrian Searle, and puts on a
screening of Dali and Bunuel's famous film Un Chien Andalou
for a group of unsuspecting art students.

MON 03:00 Rams: Principles of Good Design (m0007tp6)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

TUESDAY 20 AUGUST 2019
TUE 19:00 Beyond 100 Days (m0007tpg)
Series 1
20/08/2019

'The telescope gave us what might be the greatest discovery of
all – the universe itself.' - Jim Al-Khalili
Jim Al-Khalili and a team of experts explore the fascinating
story of one of our greatest inventions, the telescope, using
original notebooks, stylish visualisations and sophisticated
computer graphics. It is a tale full of twists and turns, involving
a seashore plant, a New York property boom and a spilt bottle
of mercury. Thanks to these events, the telescope allowed us to
discover not just our place in the cosmos, but our origins too.
Jim travels to eighth-century Baghdad to witness the first
experiments in optics. Many regard this as the birth of science
itself, culminating in Ibn al-Haytham’s extraordinary book
explaining how light can be manipulated.
In 12th-century Venice, a secret process using a seashore plant
allows the manufacture of clear glass and with that, the first
precision lenses. 250 years later a Dutch optician makes a
chance observation: a particular arrangement of lenses
magnifies distant objects. Months later, an Italian mathematics
teacher, Galileo, constructs his own version and points it into
the night sky. It is a revolution not just in astronomy but also in
humanity’s perception of itself.
In Paris, an accident with mercury allows Louis Daguerre to
make highly sensitive photographic plates. Now cameras are
attached to telescopes allowing celestial images to be analysed
with mathematical precision. Later, a New York property boom
allows a wealthy donor to fund a full-sky survey. Working on
this project, Henrietta Leavitt notices that some stars undergo
regular changes in brightness, which allows astronomers to
measure their distance from the Earth. Edwin Hubble, using
Leavitt’s discovery, measures the vast distances of entire
galaxies. Hubble also discovers that the universe is expanding,
implying that before the Big Bang, it must all have been in the
same place.
With the Hubble Space Telescope, we have reached the limits
of our vision, but a new generation of telescope is about to be
launched. The James Webb Space Telescope will see as far as it
is possible to see, revealing new features of the vast universe we
call home.

TUE 22:00 Peaky Blinders (p01fj94w)
Series 1

The latest news, exploring the day's events from a global
perspective.

Episode 1

TUE 19:30 Iolo's Snowdonia (b09sbs00)
Series 1

Birmingham, 1919. Thomas Shelby controls the Peaky Blinders,
one of the city's most feared criminal organisations, but his
ambitions go beyond running the streets.

Episode 4
Over four seasons, Iolo Williams goes to his favourite locations
in Snowdonia to look for stunning wildlife and meets people
who help him discover the national park's true nature. In this
final episode, it's winter and Iolo endures life-threatening wind
chill, ice and snow on the Carneddau high peaks. A cold snap
takes him to one of his old roaming grounds on the Berwyn
moors, where he finds a solitary robin surviving in thick snow.
Opposite Portmeirion, the stunning Dwyryd estuary is teeming
with winter birds feeding. Crossbills busily eat cone seeds in a
forest near Betws-y-Coed. Iolo also heads to Ceunant
Llennyrch, a wonderful gorge hidden by an ancient woodland
that's existed since trees first colonised Snowdonia after the last
ice age. On the foothills of Cadair Idris, he learns that old folk
had names for every piece of land.

TUE 20:00 Timeshift (b03p7jh9)
Series 13
Hurricanes and Heatwaves: The Highs and Lows of British
Weather
A glorious national obsession is explored in this archive-rich
look at the evolution of the weather forecast from print via
radio to TV and beyond - and at the changing weather itself. It
shows how the Met Office and the BBC have always used the
latest technology to bring the holy grail of accurate forecasting
that much closer - even if the odd messenger like TV
weatherman Michael Fish has been shot along the way.

MON 00:00 How the Celts Saved Britain (b00ktrby)

Supported by bbc.co.uk/programmes/

When a crate of guns goes missing, Thomas recognises an
opportunity to move up in the world.

TUE 23:00 Peaky Blinders (b03bgw2m)
Series 1
Episode 2
Birmingham, 1919. Thomas Shelby controls the Peaky Blinders,
one of the city's most feared criminal organisations, but his
ambitions go beyond running the streets.
Thomas fixes a horse race, provoking the ire of local kingpin
Billy Kimber. He also starts a war with gypsy family the Lees.
Meanwhile, Inspector Campbell carries out a vicious raid of
Small Heath in search of the stolen guns.

TUE 00:00 Peaky Blinders (b03bsw9p)
Series 1
Episode 3
Thomas Shelby plans to go to Cheltenham races in order to get
closer to Billy Kimber. Knowing the gangster's appetite for
beautiful women, Thomas invites Grace to accompany him.
Meanwhile some IRA sympathisers approach Thomas with an
offer to buy the stolen guns.
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TUE 01:00 Peaky Blinders (b03c58wp)
Series 1
Episode 4
Thomas Shelby's war with the Lee family of gypsies escalates
and Campbell puts further pressure on him to deliver the stolen
guns. Meanwhile, Thomas's brother John plans to marry a
former prostitute, but Thomas suspects that she's still on the
game.

TUE 02:00 Peaky Blinders (b03cntw3)
Series 1

artists still holds its power 100 years on.
Over the course of a week, six Central St Martins graduates across fine art, fashion, graphic design and architecture - are
challenged each day to create a new work of art, design or
performance, sticking strictly to rules inspired by the artists
who taught at the Bauhaus.

WED 23:00 Susan Calman's Fringe Benefits (m0007pdx)
Series 1

At NATS, bad weather grounds planes and dangerous wind
sheer causes pilots to abort landings, wrecking the carefully
planned landing and take-off schedule.

Episode 2

Episode 5

Susan Calman’s Fringe Benefits is the place to enjoy all the best
entertainment and chat from this year's Edinburgh Festivals.

Thomas Shelby has to deal with an IRA chief who has come to
Small Heath to avenge his cousin's death. Meanwhile, Campbell
gets closer to the stolen guns, and Grace has to decide whether
her loyalties lie with him or with Thomas.

Joining Susan this week are special guests Iain Stirling, Phoebe
Robinson, Game of Thrones star Daniel Portman, writer Gary
McNair and many more, plus performances from Catherine
Bohart, Jay Lafferty and forensic mindreader Colin Cloud.

TUE 03:00 Peaky Blinders (b03dwq3x)
Series 1

WED 23:45 Peaky Blinders (b04kklnm)
Series 2

Episode 6

Episode 1

As Thomas Shelby prepares to oust Billy Kimber, hidden
secrets are revealed and the family have to face up to the
problems that have divided them. Meanwhile, Campbell,
obsessed with taking down the Peaky Blinders, unleashes one
last plan to destroy them.

As the 1920s begin to roar, business is booming for the Peaky
Blinders gang. Tommy Shelby starts to expand his legal and
illegal operations, with an eye on the racetracks of the south.
Meanwhile, an enemy from Tommy's past returns to
Birmingham.

WEDNESDAY 21 AUGUST 2019

WED 00:45 Peaky Blinders (b04l8zyp)
Series 2

WED 19:00 Beyond 100 Days (m0007trc)
Series 1
21/08/2019
The latest news, exploring the day's events from a global
perspective.

WED 19:30 Anni Albers: A Life in Thread (m0007vft)
Anni Albers enrolled in 1922 at the legendary Bauhaus school
with hopes of becoming a painter. However, its founder feared
that too many women might damage his new school’s reputation
so Anni and the majority of female applicants were swiftly
funnelled into the weaving class and workshop.
This film documents Anni’s rise and the turbulent final years of
the Bauhaus when Anni was forced to flee Germany due to her
Jewish heritage and start a new life in America. She went on to
become the undisputed leader in her field, but while her
husband Josef Albers’ paintings saw him become one of the
world’s most famous living artists, Anni’s textiles were always
side-lined as a feminine craft. She has since been recognised as
a great artist.

WED 20:00 A History of Scotland (b00fr2gm)
Series 1
Bishop Makes King
Robert Bruce's 22-year struggle to secure Scottish independence
is one of the most important chapters in the country's history.
Neil Oliver explores the crucial role the Scottish church played
in promoting the cause of Robert Bruce, how they launched
repeated propaganda campaigns, both at home and abroad, and
how the famous 1320 Declaration of Arbroath ultimately
persuaded the Pope to finally recognise Scotland as an
independent nation.

WED 21:00 Bauhaus 100 (m0007trf)
In 1919 an art school opened in Germany that would change the
world forever. It was called the Bauhaus. A century later, its
radical thinking still shapes our lives today.
Bauhaus 100 is the story of Walter Gropius, architect and
founder of the Bauhaus, and the teachers and students he
gathered to form this influential school. Traumatised by his
experiences during the Great War, and determined that
technology should never again be used for destruction, Gropius
decided to reinvent the way art and design were taught. At the
Bauhaus, all the disciplines would come together to create the
buildings of the future, and define a new way of living in the
modern world.

WED 22:00 Bauhaus Rules with Vic Reeves (m0007tqs)
Presented by Jim Moir, aka Vic Reeves, Bauhaus Rules brings
the radical principles of the Bauhaus to a new generation, to
discover if the school’s groundbreaking approach to training
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East Midlands Airport is the cargo hub that connects the whole
of Britain to the world beyond. A hundred and fifty thousand
parcels run through DHL's warehouse each night. Graham, a
senior sorter, must make sure his team can respond when a
crucial conveyor belt breaks down, while senior loader Tony
Parkinson works against the clock to load thousands of parcels
onto cargo flights.

THU 21:00 Operation Wild (b04f8ylf)
Episode 3
Clare Balding and vet Steve Leonard join vets around the world
whose ingenuity and dedication is transforming animals' lives.
For the first time ever, a vet attempts to treat a moon bear using
keyhole brain surgery deep in the jungle. Vets try to remove an
elephant's massive tusk after he develops an infection, and will
a prosthetic tail help a dolphin called Fuji swim again?

THU 22:00 From Ice to Fire: The Incredible Science of
Temperature (b09t9txy)
Series 1
Playing with Fire
Dr Helen Czerksi explores the extraordinary science of heat.
She reveals how heat is the hidden energy contained within
matter, with the power to transform it from one state to another.
Our ability to harness this fundamental law of science has led to
some of humanity's greatest achievements, from the molten
metals that enabled us to make tools, to the great engines of the
Industrial Revolution powered by steam, to the searing heat of
plasmas that offer almost unlimited power.

Episode 2
Tommy offers to help Polly by searching for her children, who
long ago were taken from her. In London, Tommy risks his life
by meeting enigmatic leader Alfie Solomons. Meanwhile
Arthur continues to feel the devastating effects of the Great
War.

WED 01:45 Peaky Blinders (b04lssgp)
Series 2
Episode 3
Tommy hatches a plan to take control of the southern
racecourses. He also meets the aristocratic May Carleton and
sees an opportunity to move up in the world. Meanwhile both
Major Campbell and London gangster Darby Sabini plan
Tommy's downfall.

THU 23:00 Immortal Egypt with Joann Fletcher (b06yjrgg)
Zenith
In the third episode, Joann explores the magnificent Colossi of
Memnon, built under Egypt's greatest pharaoh - Amenhotep III.
Joann explores the dizzying heights of Egypt's civilisation and
the lives of the workers and artisans caught up in Egypt's most
ambitious building project: the Valley of the Kings. But this
golden age is threatened by the growing power of Karnak's
priests. When Amenhotep's successors Akhenaten and Nefertiti
strike back at the priests with a religious rebellion, it is their son
Tutankhamen who tries to rectify it.

WED 02:45 Bauhaus 100 (m0007trf)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

By finding clues in Tutankhamen's treasure, Joann reveals how
his early death was a chance for Egypt to start afresh and
rewrite history. With the country restored to its former glory,
Egypt's fate lay in the hands of Theban priest kings. Joann
retraces their final act of desecration - decades of statesanctioned looting of the Valley of the Kings. This lays Egypt
bare, making way for a new era of foreign invaders.

THURSDAY 22 AUGUST 2019

THU 00:00 Top of the Pops (m0007tqq)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:30 today]

THU 19:00 Beyond 100 Days (m0007tqn)
Series 1

THU 00:30 Anni Albers: A Life in Thread (m0007vft)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:30 on Wednesday]

22/08/2019
The latest news, exploring the day's events from a global
perspective.

THU 01:00 Peaky Blinders (b04mlypg)
Series 2
Episode 4

THU 19:30 Top of the Pops (m0007tqq)
Simon Bates and Gary Davies present the pop chart programme,
first broadcast on 19 May 1988 and featuring Prefab Sprout,
Kylie Minogue, Derek B, Aztec Camera, Heart, Ofra Haza,
Hothouse Flowers, Debbie Gibson, Belinda Carlisle, Billy Bragg
with Cara Tivey, Wet Wet Wet and Liverpool FC.

Tommy finds out exactly what mission Major Campbell is
forcing him to undertake. Arthur spearheads a ferocious
takeover of London's Eden Club. Meanwhile, Polly's son
Michael is welcomed into the business and quickly experiences
the dark side of the Peaky Blinders.

THU 20:00 Skies Above Britain (b07v77jd)
When Speed Counts

THU 02:00 Peaky Blinders (b04n6zyy)
Series 2

Racing champion Martin is a member of the oldest flying club
in Britain, the Royal Aero Club. He is preparing to compete for
the Schneider Trophy, where 14 pilots will fly wing to wing
around outlying islands in Alderney in the Channel Islands. The
hair-raising race attracts an eclectic mix of pilots, from
Geoffrey, a baron, to dentist Roger, who has bought his first
plane especially for the race.

Episode 5

Cargo pilot Mark flies solo from the Isle of Man to Dublin to
East Midlands daily in his Piper Navajo plane, delivering
anything from fresh flowers to human remains. His schedule is
so tight that even during bad weather he must cross the Irish
sea.

THU 03:00 Peaky Blinders (b04nyw0f)
Series 2

Supported by bbc.co.uk/programmes/

Tommy is caught by surprise when his powerbase in London is
obliterated. As Tommy struggles to save his family and regain
the upper hand, May expresses her feelings for him, and he is
paid a visit by an old friend.

Episode 6

BBC 4 Listings for 17 – 23 August 2019
As derby day arrives, Tommy is faced with impossible
decisions as he plans to strike back at his enemies and take the
family business to another level. Meanwhile, Major Campbell
has one final card to play - one that he is certain will bring
about Tommy's demise.

But we also travel back to tell the story of the original Isle of
Wight Festival, where a bunch of young promoters with big
ideas persuaded Bob Dylan, The Who and Leonard Cohen to
perform. A tale of unpaid artists, frantic last-minute
negotiations and general mayhem, it was an event that
transformed the music industry. And for a young John
Giddings, who was in the audience, it was the beginning of a
whole career.

FRIDAY 23 AUGUST 2019
FRI 19:00 World News Today (m0007tqh)
The latest news, exploring the day's events from a global
perspective.

FRI 19:30 BBC Proms (m0007tqk)
2019
Rattle conducts Belshazzar's Feast
Join Suzy Klein as she explores the percussive sound worlds of
jungles in Charles Koechlin's Les bandar-log, city life in
Varèse's Amériques and Walton's cantata of biblical
proportions, Belshazzar’s Feast. Sir Simon Rattle conducts the
London Symphony Orchestra, the LSO Chorus, Orfeó Català
and the Orfeó Català Youth Choir.

FRI 21:00 Smashing Hits! The 80s Pop Map of Britain and
Ireland (b0b99nq0)
Series 1

Along the way, some of the biggest names in rock and pop
share their insights from life on the road and how the world of
live performance has changed.
Phil Collins reminisces about his youthful trips to the Marquee
Club. Earth, Wind & Fire reveal the extraordinary planning that
went into their theatrical stage shows. Stewart Copeland recalls
The Police's pioneering international tours, including a
memorable visit to India at the invitation of a local women's
organisation, The Time and Talents Club. Melanie C talks of
her nerves taking to the road with the Spice Girls, who unlike
most touring bands had no real experience of live performance.
And Alex James remembers the thrill of live performance but
also the reality behind some of their tours... not just to please
the fans but to pay the taxman.

FRI 00:00 The Irish Rock Story: A Tale of Two Cities
(b0555xv8)
Film telling the story of how rock music helped to change
Ireland. The 40-year-old story of Irish rock and pop music is
grounded in the very different musical traditions of the two
main cities of the island, Belfast and Dublin.

Episode 1
Two 80s icons explore the distinct sounds that came out of
different parts of Britain and Ireland in one of pop's golden
decades.
Midge Ure, lead singer of Ultravox and one of the men behind
Band Aid, and Kim Appleby, who had a string of hits with her
sister Mel in the Stock, Aitken and Waterman-produced band
Mel and Kim, go on a journey back in time to the 80s to figure
out why certain cities produced their own diverse tunes.
It's a fascinating tale. Emerging from the ashes of punk, British
and Irish music ripped up the pop rule book in the 80s and
topped the charts worldwide. But there was no definitive
'British' pop sound. Innovative chart-toppers were being
produced by artists hailing from all over the UK and Ireland.
In this first episode, Midge Ure and Kim Appleby explore
London's new romantic movement, travel to Coventry to
investigate the rise of ska and speak to some of Sheffield's
electronic music pioneers.
The show features interviews with key figures, like Gary Kemp
from Spandau Ballet, Marco Pirroni from Adam and the Ants,
Pauline Black from The Selecter, Martin Ware and Glenn
Gregory from Heaven 17 and 'super-producer' Trevor Horn.
But of course the star is the music - and this episode includes
some of the best tunes, videos and performances from the early
part of this marvellous musical decade.

This musical celebration charts the lives and careers of some of
the biggest selling acts in Irish rock, punk and pop from Van
Morrison and Thin Lizzy to The Undertones and U2. From the
pioneers of the showbands touring in the late 50s through to the
modern day, the film examines their lineage and connections
and how the hardcore, rocking sound of Belfast merged with
the more melodic, folky Dublin tradition to form what we now
recognise as Irish rock and pop.
The film explores where these bands and musicians came from
and the influence the political, social and cultural environments
of the day had on them and how the music influenced those
environments.
With contributions from many of the heavyweights of Irish
rock and pop, including U2, Sinead O'Connor and Bob Geldof,
it follows their careers as they forged an international presence
and looks at how they helped change the island along the way.

FRI 01:00 Peaky Blinders (b079vtpm)
Series 3
Episode 1
It is Thomas Shelby's long-awaited wedding day. In the middle
of the celebrations, a mysterious visitor imperils the entire
Shelby family, and Tommy finds himself pulled into a web of
intrigue more lethal than anything he has yet encountered.

FRI 22:00 Snow Patrol at Ward Park 3 (m0005s70)
Northern Ireland’s finest purveyors of music return to Ward
Park in Bangor. Snow Patrol perform a spectacular
homecoming gig to local and international fans alike.

FRI 02:00 Peaky Blinders (b07bksbb)
Series 3

The band, who are celebrating 25 years in music, take us on a
journey from early classics to their most recent album.

Tommy discovers the extent of the mission given to him and the
extreme lengths his new paymasters are willing to go to in their
quest for power.

FRI 23:00 Hits, Hype & Hustle: An Insider's Guide to the
Music Business (b09p6stj)
Series 1

Meanwhile his own family's activities lead to escalating danger
in Birmingham.

On the Road

FRI 03:00 Peaky Blinders (b07cgpy2)
Series 3

Music promoter John Giddings takes us on an entertaining ride
behind the stage lights to tell the story of how live performance
has become a billion-pound industry.
As the founder and promoter of the modern Isle of Wight
festival and one of the world's biggest live promoters, John
knows more than most how to put a show on the road. And how
the world of live performance has changed.

Episode 2

Episode 3
Responding to the Italians' actions, Tommy is set on a path of
deadly vengeance. Meanwhile, as he makes plans for his
mission on behalf of the Russians, he realises there is a traitor
in his midst.

Where once bands would tour to promote an album, in the age
of downloads and disappearing record sales, the live arena is a
huge business. Bigger than ever before.
For a genuine behind-the-scenes insight into the scale and
logistics of the modern mega-tour, John takes us backstage at
U2's latest stadium spectacular. We also join John behind the
scenes at Isle of Wight 2017, the festival he runs and where
Rod Stewart and Run DMC are among the big names on the
line-up.
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